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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MONITORING
IRREGULAR SALES ACTIVITY

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Many companies only monitor sales activities of their sales representatives in an
ad hoc manner, if at all. In companies having a large volume of sales or large numbers of
independent sales representatives, it may be difficult to track irregular and fraudulent
sales activity. A company may become aware of irregular or suspicious sales activity by
word of mouth, such as a customer complaint or reports by employees who become
aware of a problem. In other instances, the company may not know of irregular sales
activity until an official complaint has been filed with, or an investigation is commenced
by, a government regulatory entity. For example, an insurance company may not be
aware of a problem with a sales agent until the state insurance department reports a
complaint to the insurance company.

Another way companies may learn of sales irregularities is through customer
surveys. However, customer surveys may not be completed or returned by all customers.
Also, the problems may not become evident from the customer surveys quickly enough.
The customer surveys may also be costly due to distribution costs, while not providing
enough feedback to allow effective tracking of irregular sales activity.

Thus, a company may not learn of many cases of irregular sales activity. If the
company does learn of the irregular sales activity, the company may nevertheless not be
alerted to the problem soon enough to effectively deal with the problem.

There is a need for a systematic means for a company to monitor irregular sales
activities and to alert the company at an early time if problems exist.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The invention includes a system and a method for identifying irregular sales
activity. In one embodiment, the method includes the steps of extracting data related to a
first predetermined criteria from at least one of a predetermined set of files based on a
first guideline; generating a first criteria specific report based on the first predetermined
criteria; extracting data related to a second predetermined criteria from at least one of the
predetermined set of files based on a second guideline; generating a second criteria
specific report based on the second predetermined criteria; generating an intermediate report including information from the criteria specific reports; and generating an irregular sales activity report.

The first criteria specific report includes data related to the first predetermined criteria associated with one or more entities of at least one predetermined entity type. The second criteria specific report includes data related to the second predetermined criteria associated with the one or more entities.

The intermediate report organizes and combines the data of the criteria by entity.

The irregular sales activity report may compute the criteria scores and a total score based on the criteria scores using a predetermined totaling formula. The irregular sales activity report may list all of the entities having a total score greater than a selected irregular sales activity signaling score.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

Figure 1 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a method for identifying irregular sales activity;

Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of a system for monitoring irregular sales activity; and

Figure 3 is a block diagram illustrating a second embodiment for a system for monitoring irregular sales activity.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION**

Figure 1 is a flow diagram illustrating the steps conducted in one embodiment of a method 100 for monitoring irregular sales activity. At step 101, data related to a first predetermined criteria may be extracted from a set of files based on a first guideline. The set of files may be a predetermined set of files, including data related to a sale or other activities of a sales agent. In one embodiment, the predetermined set of files may include insurance policy related data.
In the context of an insurance environment, criteria may include a risk factor used in assessing irregular sales activity in an insurance company. The risk factors used as criteria may include, for example, placement, persistency, internal replacement, external replacement, product mix and customer age. A guideline may include a requirement that has to be met, for example, a requirement that has to be met within a specific timeframe.

The first predetermined criteria may include a placement of insurance policies criteria. The first guideline may include extracting files based on a last change date where the last change date of the files must be within a first predetermined time period. The first predetermined time period may be selected by a system administrator or other user. The first predetermined time period may be any appropriate time period. For example, the first predetermined time period may be a one year time frame.

The last change date may vary, depending on a file or a file type. For example, the last change date for a first type of insurance file may be a date of the most recent change. The last change date for a second type of insurance file may be the final status date. For a third type of file, the last change date may include a date of change of at least one of a status, a location, or a change in a specific form or a screen of a computer data file. The changes in a specific form may include changes to at least one of a contract status, a plan code, an amount considered, a contract date, an issue date, a reissue date, a paid for date, a transaction date, an application state or an owner state.

The irregular sales activity monitoring system may generate criteria specific reports. All criteria reports can be broken out by many different factors, if so chosen. For example, the criteria reports can be broken down into two reports, a first report for worksite businesses and a second report for non-worksite businesses.

At step 102, the irregular sales activity monitoring system may generate a first criteria specific report. For example, if the first criteria is a placement criteria, such as a placement of insurance policies criteria, the first criteria specific report may be a placement report and the first criteria score may be a placement score. In one embodiment, the placement report may generate a list of factors for each entity of an entity type.
An entity may include a predetermined item on which the irregular sales activity monitoring system is reporting. For monitoring irregular sales activity for insurance sales agents, the entity type may include an agent, a general agent or a product. The entities of the entity type would include individual agents, individual general agents and specific products, respectively. The factors may include a number of policies placed factor, a number of policies not placed factor, a total number of policies factor, a percentage of policies place factor, a percentage of policies not placed factor, and a placement score.

In one embodiment, policies may be considered placed if they achieve a paid for status or an issued status. Some policies may be considered “placed” if they are issued and in force. Policies may be considered “not placed” when they are declined, deleted, or “Not Taken Offers” (“NTOs”). An NTO occurs when a policy is issued and the client then chooses not to accept the offer. Policies “not placed” may also include rejected policies or cancelled policies. Exclusions from the group of policies designated “placed” or “not placed” may include policies that are pending or reissued.

A percentage of policies “placed” may be calculated by dividing the number of policies placed by the total number of policies. A percentage of policies “not placed” may be calculated by dividing the number of policies not placed by the total number of policies. A placement score may be calculated based on percentage not placed, number of policies, and certain weighting factors. (The scores are calculated in the irregular sales activity report.) A report and a file may be created using the factors described above as fields. The data in the file may be viewable or not viewable.

At step 103, the irregular sales activity monitoring system may extract data related to a second predetermined criteria from at least one of the predetermined set of files based on a second guideline. The second predetermined criteria may include a persistency of accounts criteria. Accounts may include policies or contracts, such as, for example, insurance policies, annuity contracts, etc. In one embodiment, the second predetermined criteria may include a persistency of insurance policies criteria. The second guideline may include a guideline for retrieving data related to the second predetermined criteria within a three-year time period based on a policy date for each of the policies in the predetermined set of files.
At step 104, the irregular sales activity monitoring system may generate a second criteria specific report. The second criteria specific report may include a persistency report and the second criteria score may be a persistency score.

The persistency report may include, for each entity, a list of factors related to persistency. The list of factors may include a number of policies in force factor, a number of policies not in force factor, a total number of policies factor, a percentage of policies in force factor, a percentage of policies not in force factor.

Policies considered "in force" may include policies where a premium is paid and policies considered active, disabled or waiting initial payment. Policies considered "not in force" may include policies that are terminated, surrendered, lapsed, paid up, matured, expired or cancelled. The exclusions to whether the policies are designated in force or not in force may include policies that are reissued.

The percentage of policies "in force" may be calculated by dividing the number of policies in force by the total number of policies. The percentage of policies not in force may be calculated by dividing the number of policies not in force by the total number of policies. The persistency score may be calculated based on percentage not in force, number of policies, and certain weighting factors. (The scores are calculated in the irregular sales activity report.) A report and a file may be created with the above factors, although the data and the file may not be viewable.

In one embodiment, the irregular sales activity monitoring system may include more than two criteria. In one embodiment, for an irregular sales activity monitoring system for an insurance company, a third criteria of internal replacement of accounts may be selected. In this embodiment, the irregular sales activity monitoring system may extract data related to the third predetermined criteria based on a third guideline. The third predetermined criteria may include an internal replacement of accounts criteria. In one embodiment, the internal replacement of accounts criteria may include an internal replacement of insurance policies. The third guideline may be a predetermined time period based on issue date. The predetermined time period may be a one year time frame.
A third criteria specific report may be generated by the irregular sales activity monitoring system. The third criteria specific report may include an internal replacement report.

The internal replacement report may include, for each sales agent, general agent or product, a list of factors related to internal replacements of policies. In one embodiment, the list of factors may include the number of policies without internal replacements the number of policies with internal replacements. the total number of policies, the percentage of polices without internal replacements, and the percentage of policies with internal replacements. The exclusions from designation of without internal replacement and internal replacement may include certain policies that are pending.

The percentage of those policies without internal replacements may be calculated by dividing the number of policies without internal replacements by the total number of policies. The percentage of internal replacement policies may be calculated by dividing the number of policies with internal replacement by the total number of policies. The internal replacement score may be calculated based on the percentage of policies with internal replacements, number of policies, and certain weighting factors (The scores are calculated in the irregular sales activity report.) A report and a file with the above factors may be created, although the data in the file may not be viewable.

In one embodiment, the irregular sales activity monitoring system may include more than two criteria. In one embodiment, for an irregular sales activity monitoring system for an insurance company, a fourth criteria of external replacement of accounts may be selected. In this embodiment, the irregular sales activity monitoring system may extract data related to the fourth predetermined criteria based on a fourth guideline. The fourth predetermined criteria may include an external replacement of accounts criteria.

In one embodiment, the external replacement of accounts criteria may include an external replacement of insurance policies. The fourth guideline may be a predetermined time period based on issue date. The predetermined time period may be a one year time frame.

A fourth criteria specific report may be generated by the irregular sales activity monitoring system. The fourth criteria specific report may include an external replacement report.
The external replacement report may include, for each sales agent, general agent or product, a list of factors related to external replacements of policies. In one embodiment, the list of factors may include the number of policies without external replacements the number of policies with external replacements, the total number of policies, the percentage of policies without external replacements, and the percentage of policies with external replacements. The exclusions from designation of without external replacement and external replacement may include certain policies that are pending.

The percentage of those policies without external replacements may be calculated by dividing the number of policies without external replacements by the total number of policies. The percentage of external replacement policies may be calculated by dividing the number of policies with external replacement by the total number of policies. The external replacement score may be calculated based on percentage of policies with external replacements, number of policies, and certain weighting factors.

In one embodiment, the scores for each criteria may be calculated in the irregular sales activity report. A report and a file with the above factors may be created, although the data in the file may not be viewable.

In one embodiment, a fifth criteria may be selected for an irregular sales activity monitoring system for an insurance company. In this embodiment, the irregular sales activity monitoring system may extract data related to the fifth predetermined criteria based on a fifth guideline. The fifth predetermined criteria may include a product mix of accounts criteria. In one embodiment, the product mix of accounts criteria may include a product mix of insurance policies. The fifth guideline may be a predetermined time period based on policy date. The predetermined time period may be a three year time frame.

A fifth criteria specific report may be generated by the irregular sales activity monitoring system. The fifth criteria specific report may include a product mix report. The product mix report may include, for each sales agent, general agent or product, a list of factors related to the product mix of policies. In one embodiment, the list of factors may include the number of cash value policies and deferred annuity contracts, the number of policies that are not cash value policies or deferred annuity contracts, the total number
of policies, the percentage of cash value policies or deferred annuity contracts, and the percentage of those policies that aren’t cash value policies or deferred annuity contracts. The exclusions from designation of cash value policies and deferred annuity contracts and those that aren’t cash value policies or deferred annuity contracts may include certain policies that are pending.

The percentage of those policies that aren’t cash value policies or deferred annuity contracts may be calculated by dividing the number of policies that aren’t cash value policies or deferred annuity contracts by the total number of policies. The percentage of cash value policies and deferred annuity contracts may be calculated by dividing the number of policies that are cash value policies or deferred annuity contracts by the total number of policies. The product mix score may be calculated based on percentage of cash value policies or deferred annuity contracts, number of policies, and certain weighting factors (The scores are calculated in the irregular sales activity report.) A report and a file with the above factors may be created, although the data in the file may not be viewable.

In one embodiment, a sixth criteria may be selected for an irregular sales activity monitoring system for an insurance company. In this embodiment, the irregular sales activity monitoring system may extract data related to the sixth predetermined criteria based on a sixth guideline. The sixth predetermined criteria may include a customer age mix of accounts criteria. In one embodiment, the customer age of accounts criteria may include a customer age of insurance policies. The sixth guideline may be a predetermined time period based on policy date. The predetermined time period may be a three year time frame.

A sixth criteria specific report may be generated by the irregular sales activity monitoring system. The sixth criteria specific report may include a customer age report.

The customer age report may include, for each sales agent, general agent or product, a list of factors related to the customer age of policies. In one embodiment, the list of factors may include the sum of customer ages on all policies, the total number of policies, and the average customer age. The exclusions from designation of customer age policies may include certain policies that are pending.
The average customer age may be calculated by dividing the sum of the customer ages by the total number of policies. The customer age score may be calculated based on average customer age, number of policies, and certain weighting factors (the scores are calculated in the irregular sales activity report.) A report and a file with the above factors may be created, although the data in the file may not be viewable.

The six criteria are described for illustrative purposes. The irregular activity monitoring system may include any number and type of criteria. The irregular activity monitoring system may be designed to include a greater number of criteria or fewer criteria.

At step 105, the irregular sales activity monitoring system may generate an intermediate report. The intermediate report may include information from the criteria specific reports. In one embodiment, generating the intermediate report may include generating two intermediate reports. The first intermediate report may be generated by reading the placement file, the persistency file, the internal replacement file, the external replacement file, the product mix file, and the customer age file. The first intermediate report may include placement data, persistency data, internal replacement data, external replacement data, product mix data, and customer age data from the six files on one line for each entity, such as agent, general agent, or product. The first intermediate report may be generated by adding all of the data from the first file that is read, such as the placement file, to the first intermediate report file.

The second file that is read may then be checked against the data already entered in the first intermediate report field. If the data read from the second file is already in the first intermediate file, the data from the second file may be added to the same line of data for that entity already in the first intermediate file. If the data from the second file is not already in the first intermediate report file, a new line of data may be added, for the entity, to the intermediate report file. The third file that is read into the first intermediate report file may then be checked against the data already in the first intermediate report file. If the entity being read from the third file is already in the first intermediate report file, the data from the third file may be added to the same line of data as that entity in the first intermediate report file. If the entity being read from the third file is not the first intermediate report file, a new line of data may be added for that entity to the first
intermediate report file. The fourth file that is read may then be checked against the data already entered in the first intermediate report field. If the data read from the fourth file is already in the first intermediate file, the data from the fourth file may be added to the same line of data for that entity already in the first intermediate file. If the data from the fourth file is not already in the first intermediate report file, a new line of data may be added, for the entity, to the intermediate report file. The fifth file that is read may then be checked against the data already entered in the first intermediate report field. If the data read from the fifth file is already in the first intermediate file, the data from the fifth file may be added to the same line of data for that entity already in the first intermediate file. If the data from the fifth file is not already in the first intermediate report file, a new line of data may be added, for the entity, to the intermediate report file. The sixth file that is read may then be checked against the data already entered in the first intermediate report field. If the data read from the sixth file is already in the first intermediate file, the data from the sixth file may be added to the same line of data for that entity already in the first intermediate file. If the data from the sixth file is not already in the first intermediate report file, a new line of data may be added, for the entity, to the intermediate report file.

The second intermediate report file may read all of the data from the first intermediate report file as well as read an exclusion table set up for an agent report. The exclusion table may contain one or more agent numbers that have already been reviewed and that should be excluded from the irregular sales activity monitoring report for a certain period of time after the review. The exclusion table may also include agent numbers that have been identified to contain business from multiple agents, and not just as a personal agent number.

At step 106, an irregular sales activity report is generated. The irregular sales activity report may include total policies for each entity. The total policies may be calculated by adding the total placement policies, the total persistency policies, the total internal replacement policies, the total external replacement policies, the total product mix policies, and the total customer age policies. The total score may be calculated by adding the persistency score, the policies not placed score, the external replacement score, the internal replacement score, the product mix score, and the customer age score. Although specific formulas are present for determining the total score, any appropriate
formula may be chosen by a system administrator or other user having the authority to choose the formulas. The irregular sales activity report may be generated, including all entities and all scores or including all entities having a total score greater than a selected irregular sales activity signaling score. In one embodiment, the irregular sales activity monitoring system may read the second intermediate report file and create the irregular sales activity report by computing individual criteria scores, total scores, and by listing all of the agents, general agents, or products having a total score of greater than a selected irregular sales activity signaling score or listing all scores, if so chosen. For example, an irregular sales activity report can be generated listing all of the agents, general agents, or products having a total score of greater than 10 and listing those entities in descending score order. An irregular sales activity monitoring report may also include a total of a plurality of a persistency policies, a total persistency score, a total of placement policies, a total placement score, a total of external replacement policies, an external replacement score, a total of internal replacement policies, an internal replacement score, a total of product mix policies, a product mix score, a total of customer age policies, a customer age score, a total number of policies and the total score.

In one embodiment, a summary report may also be printed showing the total number of agents, general agents or products, the average number of persistency policies, the average persistency score, the average number of placement policies, the average placement score, average number of external replacement policies, average external replacement score, average number of internal replacement policies, average internal replacement score, average number of product mix policies, the average product mix score, average customer age, the average customer age score, average total number of all policies and average total score. In one embodiment, the irregular sales activity signaling score may be selected based on the summary report so that the irregular sales activity report is generated after the summary report.

The average number of persistency policies may be calculated by adding the total number of persistency policies together and dividing the total number of persistency policies by the total number of agents, general agents or products. The average persistency score may be calculated by adding all of the persistency scores and dividing
the sum of the persistency scores by the total number of agents, general agents or products. The average number of placement policies may be determined by adding together the total number of placement policies and dividing the total number of placement policies by the total number of agents, general agents or products.

The average placement score may be calculated by adding together all of the placement scores and dividing the sum of the placement scores by the total number of agents, general agents or products. The average number of internal replacement policies may be calculated by adding together the total number of internal replacement policies and dividing the total number of replacement policies by the total number of agents, general agents or products.

The average internal replacement score may be determined by adding together all of the internal replacement scores and dividing the sum of the internal replacement scores by the total number of agents, general agents or products. The average number of external replacement policies may be calculated by adding together the total number of external replacement policies and dividing the total number of replacement policies by the total number of agents, general agents or products.

The average external replacement score may be calculated by adding together the external replacement scores and dividing the sum of the external replacement scores by the total number of agents, general agents or products.

The average product mix score may be calculated by adding together the product mix scores and dividing the sum of the product mix scores by the total number of agents, general agents or products. The average customer age score may be calculated by adding together the customer age scores and dividing the sum of the customer age scores by the total number of agents, general agents or products.

The average total number of all policies may be calculated by adding together the totals of all the policies and dividing the sum of the total of all policies by the total number of agents, general agents or products. The average total score may be determined by adding together all of the total scores and dividing the sum of the total scores by the total number of agents, general agents or products.
Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of the irregular sales activity monitoring system. In the embodiment shown, the irregular sales activity monitoring ("IAM") system 205 includes a processor 202, a report generating software module 204 and a database 206. In one embodiment, the report generating software module 204 includes instructions to perform the method described above with reference to Figure 1.

The processor 202 may execute instructions of the report generating software module 204. For example, the processor 202 may receive instructions from the report generating software module 204 to perform the steps described above with reference to Figure 1.

The database 206 may be used to store the data files, reports, report generating templates and any other type of data required to perform the irregular sales activity monitoring method as described above with reference to Figure 1. The database 206 may include or interface to an Oracle™ relational database sold commercially by Oracle Corporation. Other databases may also be used, such as, for example, an Informix™ database, a Database 2 (DB2) database, a Sybase database or other data storage or query formats, platforms or resources such as an On Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) database, a Standard Query Language (SQL) database, a storage area network (SAN), or a Microsoft Access™ database. Figure 3 is a block diagram illustrating a second embodiment of the IAM system 305. In the embodiment shown in Figure 3, the IAM system 305 may be a part of a network or may be located at a site that is a part of a network 301. The network 301 may include a communications link. The communications link 301 may include or interface to any one or more of the Internet, an intranet, a Personal Area Network (PAN), a Local Area Network (LAN), a Wide Area Network (WAN), or a Metropolitan Area Network (MAN), a storage area network (SAN), a frame relay connection, an Advanced Intelligent Network (AIN) connection, a synchronous optical network (SONET) connection, a digital T1, T3, E1 or E3 line, a Digital Data Service (DDS) connection, a Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) connection, an Ethernet connection, an Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) line, a dial-up port such as a V.90, a V.34 or a V.34bis analog modem connection, a cable modem, an Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) connection, a Fiber Distributed Data Interface
(FDDI) or a Copper Distributed Data Interface (CDDI) connection. The communications link 301 may also include or interface to any one or more of a Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) link, a General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) link, a Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) link, a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) or a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) link such as a cellular phone channel, a Global Positioning System (GPS) link, a cellular digital packet data (CDPD) link, a Research in Motion, Limited (RIM) duplex paging type device, a Bluetooth radio link, or an IEEE 802.11-based radio frequency link. The Communications link 301 may also include or interface to any one or more of an RS-232 serial connection, an IEEE-1394 (Firewire) connection, a Fibre Channel connection, an infrared IrDA) port, a Small Computer Systems Interface (SCSI) connection, a Universal Serial Bus (USB) connection or another wired or wireless, digital or analog interface or connection.

In one embodiment, the IAM system 305 may be in a remote location from the databases storing the predetermined set of files described above with reference to Figure 1. For example, the IAM system 305 may extract data from one or more predetermined files stored at sites 310 and 320. The predetermined files stored at site 310 may be stored in database(s) 316 of site 310 and the predetermined files stored at site 320 may be stored in database(s) 326 of site 320.

In one embodiment, the IAM system 305 may reside at one of the sites 310 or 320. Although only two sites, 310, 320 are shown, there may be as more or fewer sites 310, 320 on network 301. For example, there may be as few as one site, on which the IAM system 305 resides, or as many sites as necessary or desired by the network designer or other user of the network 301.

While the foregoing description includes many details and specificities, it is to be understood that these have been included for purposes of explanation only, and are not to be interpreted as limitations of the present invention. Many modifications to the embodiments described above can be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention, as is intended to be encompassed by the following claims and their legal equivalents.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for identifying irregular sales activity comprising the steps of:
   extracting data related to a first predetermined criteria from at least one of a
   predetermined set of files based on a first guideline;
   generating a first criteria specific report based on the first predetermined criteria
   including data related to the first predetermined criteria associated with one or more
   entities of at least one predetermined entity type;
   extracting data related to a second predetermined criteria from at least one of the
   predetermined set of files based on a second guideline;
   generating a second criteria specific report based on the second predetermined
   criteria including data related to the second predetermined criteria associated with the
   one or more entities;
   generating an intermediate report including information from the criteria specific
   reports; and
   generating an irregular sales activity report by generating a first criteria score
   based on irregular sales activity related to the first predetermined criteria, the first criteria
   score calculated using a first predetermined formula, and a second criteria score based on
   irregular activity related to the second predetermined criteria, the second criteria score
   calculated using a second predetermined formula, the irregular sales activity report listing
   at least one of all of the entities having a total score greater than a selected irregular sales
   activity signaling score and listing all scores.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the first predetermined criteria includes placement
   of accounts and the step of generating the first criteria specific report comprises sorting,
   for each entity, the extracted data related to the placement of accounts into a plurality of
   categories including a number of accounts placed category, a number of accounts not
   placed category and a total number of accounts category, and calculating, for each entity,
   the percentage of accounts placed and the percentage of accounts not placed.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the second predetermined criteria includes a
   persistency of accounts criteria and the step of generating the second report includes the
sub-steps of sorting, for each entity, the extracted data related to the persistency of
accounts into a plurality of categories including a number of accounts in force category, a
number of accounts not in force category and a total number of accounts category, and
calculating, for each entity, the percentage of accounts in force and the percentage of
accounts not in force.

4. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of:

- extracting data related to a third predetermined criteria from at least one of a
  predetermined set of files based on a third guideline; and

- generating a third criteria specific report based on the third predetermined criteria
  including data related to the third predetermined criteria associated with one or more
  entities of at least one predetermined entity type;

wherein generating the irregular sales activity report further comprises generating
a third criteria score based on irregular sales activity related to the third predetermined
criteria, the third criteria score calculated using a third predetermined formula, .

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the third predetermined criteria includes an
internal replacement of accounts criteria and the step of generating the third report
includes the sub-steps of sorting the extracted data related to the internal replacement of
accounts, for each entity, into a plurality of categories including a number of accounts
with internal replacement category, a number of accounts without internal replacement
category and a total number of accounts category, and calculating, for each entity, the
percentage of accounts with internal replacement and the percentage of accounts without
internal replacement.

6. The method of claim 4 wherein the step of calculating the third criteria score
using the third predetermined formula comprises calculating an internal replacement of
accounts score using an internal replacement of accounts formula, the internal
replacement of accounts formula based on at least one of a percentage of internal
replacement policies not in force, number of policies, and other weighted factors
associated with internal replacement of accounts.

7. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of:
extracting data related to a fourth predetermined criteria from at least one of a predetermined set of files based on a fourth guideline;

generating a fourth criteria specific report based on the fourth predetermined criteria including data related to the fourth predetermined criteria associated with one or more entities of at least one predetermined entity type;

wherein generating the irregular sales activity report further comprises generating a fourth criteria score based on irregular activity related to the fourth predetermined criteria, the fourth criteria score calculated using a fourth predetermined formula.

8. The method of claim 7 wherein the fourth predetermined criteria includes an external replacement of accounts criteria and the step of generating the fourth report includes the sub-steps of sorting, for each entity, the extracted data related to the external replacement of accounts into a plurality of categories including a number of accounts with external replacement category, a number of accounts without external replacement category and a total number of accounts category, and calculating, for each entity, the percentage of accounts with external replacement and the percentage of accounts without external replacement.

9. The method of claim 7 wherein the step of calculating the fourth criteria score using the fourth predetermined formula comprises calculating an external replacement of accounts score using an external replacement of accounts formula, the external replacement of accounts formula based on at least one of a percentage of external replacement policies not in force and other weighted factors associated with external replacement of accounts.

10. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of:

extracting data related to a fifth predetermined criteria from at least one of a predetermined set of files based on a fifth guideline;

generating a fifth criteria specific report based on the fifth predetermined criteria including data related to the fifth predetermined criteria associated with one or more entities of at least one predetermined entity type
wherein generating the irregular sales activity report further comprises generating a fifth criteria score based on irregular sales activity related to the fifth predetermined criteria, the fifth criteria score calculated using a fifth predetermined formula.

11. The method of claim 10 further wherein the fifth predetermined criteria includes a product mix of accounts criteria and the step of generating the fifth report includes the sub-steps of sorting, for each entity, the extracted data related to the product mix of accounts into a plurality of categories including a number of cash value and deferred annuity accounts category, a number of accounts not cash value and deferred annuity category and a total number of accounts category, and calculating, for each entity, the percentage of cash value and deferred annuity accounts and the percentage of accounts not cash value and deferred annuity.

12. The method of claim 10 wherein the step of calculating the fifth criteria score using the fifth predetermined formula comprises calculating a product mix of accounts score using a product mix of accounts formula, the product mix of accounts formula based on at least one of percentage of cash value policies, percentage of deferred annuity contracts, number of policies, and other weighted factors associated with product mix of accounts.

13. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of:

extracting data related to a sixth predetermined criteria from at least one of a predetermined set of files based on a sixth guideline; and

generating a sixth criteria specific report based on the sixth predetermined criteria including data related to the sixth predetermined criteria associated with one or more entities of at least one predetermined entity type;

wherein generating the irregular sales activity report further comprises generating a sixth criteria score based on irregular activity related to the sixth predetermined criteria, the sixth criteria score calculated using a sixth predetermined formula.

14. The method of claim 13 wherein the sixth predetermined criteria includes a customer age of accounts criteria and the step of generating the sixth report includes the sub-steps of sorting, for each entity, the extracted data related to the customer age of accounts.
accounts into a plurality of categories including the sum of the ages on all accounts, a total number of accounts category, and an average age for all accounts.

15. The method of claim 13 wherein the step of calculating the sixth criteria score using the sixth predetermined formula comprises calculating a customer age of accounts score using a customer age of accounts formula, the customer age of accounts formula based on at least one of average customer age, number of policies, and other weighted factors associated with customer age of accounts.

16. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of calculating the first criteria score using the first predetermined formula comprises calculating the first criteria score based on at least one of percentage of activity not placed, number of policies, and other weighted factors associated with activity not placed; and

   the step of calculating the second criteria score using the second predetermined formula comprises calculating a persistency score using a persistency formula, the persistency formula based on percentage of activity not placed, number of policies, and other weighted factors associated with persistency.

17. The method of claim 3 further comprising the step of calculating a total number of accounts for the irregular sales activity report, the total number of accounts for the irregular sales activity report including a sum of the total number of accounts from each of the criteria specific reports.

18. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of selecting the selected irregular sales activity signaling score by performing a preliminary scan of a sample set of the predetermined set of files.

19. The method of claim 1 wherein the selected irregular sales activity signaling score is a predetermined irregular sales activity signaling score.

20. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of generating the intermediate report includes the sub-steps of:

   generating a first intermediate report including information from the criteria specific reports; and
generating a second intermediate report including contents of the first intermediate report, an exclusion table listing entities of at least one entity type that should be excluded from the irregular sales activity report.

21. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of calculating the total score by summing all of the criteria scores.

22. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of calculating, for the irregular sales activity report, at least one of a total number of entity accounts for the irregular sales activity report, the average number of accounts for each criteria, the average score for each criteria, the average total number of accounts and the average total score, wherein the total number of entity accounts is calculated by applying a predetermined formula to the total number of accounts from the criteria specific reports, and wherein the average number of accounts for each criteria is calculated by dividing the total number of accounts for each criteria by the number of entities, and wherein the average score for each criteria is calculated by dividing the sum of all of the criteria scores in each criteria specific report by the number of entities, and wherein the average total number of accounts is calculated by dividing the sum of all of the total number of entity accounts for all of the entities from the irregular sales activity report by the number of entities, and wherein the average total score is calculated by dividing the sum of all of the total scores for all of the entities from the irregular sales activity report by the number of entities.

23. The method of claim 1 wherein the predetermined set of files is stored in at least one database.

24. The method of claim 1 wherein the predetermined set of files includes pending files and purged files.

25. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of extracting data for each of a plurality of criteria from the predetermined set of files; and generating a criteria specific report for each of the plurality of criteria.
26. The method of claim 25 further comprising the step of selecting the plurality of criteria.

27. The method of claim 1 wherein the entity type comprises one or an agent, a general agent and a product, or other selected entities.

28. A system for identifying irregular activity comprising:

   first data extracting means for extracting data related to a first predetermined criteria from at least one of a predetermined set of files based on a first guideline;

   first generating means for generating a first criteria specific report based on the first predetermined criteria including data related to the first predetermined criteria associated with one or more entities of at least one predetermined entity type and a first criteria score based on irregular sales activity related to the first predetermined criteria, the first criteria score calculated using a first predetermined formula;

   second data extracting means for extracting data related to a second predetermined criteria from at least one of the predetermined set of files based on a second guideline; and

   second generating means for generating a second criteria specific report based on the second predetermined criteria including data related to the second predetermined criteria associated with the one or more entities and a second criteria score based on irregular sales activity related to the second predetermined criteria, the second criteria score calculated using a second predetermined formula;

   third generating means for generating an intermediate report including information from the criteria specific reports and

   fourth generating means for generating an irregular activity report calculating criteria scores based on percentage of criteria activity, number of policies, and other weighted factors, listing all of the entities, or listing all of the entities having a total score greater than a selected irregular sales activity signaling score.

29. The system of claim 28 further comprising:

   third extracting means for extracting data related to a third predetermined criteria from at least one of the predetermined set of files based on a third guideline; and
fifth generating means for generating a third criteria specific report based on the
third predetermined criteria including data related to the third predetermined criteria
associated with the one or more entities and a third criteria score based on irregular sales
activity related to the third predetermined criteria, .

30. The system of claim 29 wherein the third predetermined criteria includes a
internal replacement of accounts criteria and wherein the fifth generating means includes
sorting means, for each entity, for sorting the extracted data related to the internal
replacement of accounts criteria into a plurality of categories including a number of
accounts without internal replacement category, a number of accounts with internal
replacement category, and a total number of accounts; and

calculating means, for each entity, for calculating a percentage of accounts
without internal replacement, a percentage of accounts with internal replacement.

31. The system of claim 30 wherein the first predetermined criteria includes a
placement of accounts criteria, the second predetermined criteria includes a persistency
of accounts criteria, the third predetermined criteria includes an internal replacement of
accounts criteria, the fourth predetermined criteria includes an external replacement of
accounts criteria, the fifth predetermined criteria includes a product mix accounts
criteria, and the sixth predetermined criteria includes a customer age accounts criteria.

and wherein the first generating means includes sorting means, for each entity, for
sorting the extracted data related to the placement of accounts into a plurality of
categories including a number of accounts placed category, a number of accounts not
placed category and a total number of accounts category, and calculating means, for each
entity, for calculating the percentage of accounts placed and the percentage of accounts
not placed, and

wherein the second generating means includes sorting means, for each entity, for
sorting the extracted data related to the persistency of accounts into a plurality of
categories including a number of accounts in force category, a number of accounts not in
force category and a total number of accounts category, and calculating means, for each
entity, for calculating the percentage of accounts in force and the percentage of accounts
not in force, and
wherein the third generating means includes sorting means, for each entity, for sorting the extracted data related to the internal replacement of accounts into a plurality of categories including a number of accounts with internal replacements, a number of accounts without internal replacements, and a total number of accounts category, and calculating means, for each entity, for calculating the percentage of accounts with internal replacements and the percentage of accounts without internal replacements, and

wherein the fourth generating means includes sorting means, for each entity, for sorting the extracted data related to the external replacement of accounts into a plurality of categories including a number of accounts with external replacements, a number of accounts without external replacement and a total number of accounts category, and calculating means, for each entity, for calculating the percentage of accounts with external replacements and the percentage of accounts without external replacements, and

wherein the fifth generating means includes sorting means, for each entity, for sorting the extracted data related to the product mix of accounts into a plurality of categories including a number of accounts with cash value policies or deferred annuity contracts category, a number of accounts not cash value policies or deferred annuity contracts category and a total number of accounts category, and calculating means, for each entity, for calculating the percentage of accounts with cash value policies or deferred annuity contracts and the percentage of accounts not cash value policies or deferred annuity contracts, and

wherein the sixth generating means includes sorting means, for each entity, for sorting the extracted data related to the customer age of accounts into a plurality of categories including the sum of the ages on all accounts, a total number of accounts category, and an average age for all accounts.

32. The system of claim 31 wherein the first calculating means includes calculating means for calculating a placement score based on percentage of activity not placed, number of policies, and other weighted factors, and

wherein the calculating means for calculating the second criteria score using the second predetermined formula includes calculating means for calculating a persistency score using a persistency formula, the persistency formula obtained by calculating a
33. The system of claim 31 further comprising calculating means for calculating a total number of accounts for the irregular sales activity report, the total number of accounts for the irregular sales activity report including a sum of the total number of accounts from the placement report, the total number of accounts from the persistency report, the total number of accounts from the internal replacement report, the total number of accounts from the external replacement report, the total number of accounts from the product mix report, and the total number of accounts from the customer age report.

34. The system of claim 28 further comprising selecting means for selecting the irregular sales activity signaling score obtained by performing a preliminary scan of a sample set of the predetermined set of files.

35. The system of claim 28 wherein the third generating means includes

   generating means for generating a first intermediate report including information from the criteria specific reports; and

   generating means for generating a second intermediate report including contents of the first intermediate report, an exclusion table listing one or more entities of at least one entity type that should be excluded from the irregular sales activity report and the number of total accounts.

36. The system of claim 28 further comprising calculating means for calculating a total score by summing all of the criteria scores. (or other formula for aggregating all of the criteria scores.)

37. The system of claim 28 further comprising calculating means, for calculating the irregular sales activity report, at least one of a total number of entity accounts for the irregular sales activity report, the average number of accounts for each criteria, the average score for each criteria, the average total number of accounts and the average total score,
wherein the total number of entity accounts is calculated by applying a predetermined formula to the total number of accounts from the criteria specific reports, and wherein the average number of accounts for each criteria is calculated by dividing the total number of accounts for each criteria by the number of entities, and wherein the average score for each criteria is calculated by dividing the sum of all of the criteria scores in each criteria specific report by the number of entities, and wherein the average total number of accounts is calculated by dividing the sum of all of the total number of entity accounts for all of the entities from the irregular activity report by the number of entities, and wherein the average total score is calculated by dividing the sum of all of the total scores for all of the entities from the irregular sales activity report by the number of entities.

38. The system of claim 28 further comprising data extracting means for extracting data for each of a plurality of criteria from the predetermined set of files and generating means for generating a criteria specific report for each of the plurality of criteria.

39. The system of claim 28 further comprising selecting means for selecting the plurality of criteria.

40. A method for identifying irregular sales activity comprising the steps of:

   extracting data related to a first predetermined criteria from at least one of a predetermined set of files based on a first guideline;

   generating a first criteria specific report based on the first predetermined criteria including data related to the first predetermined criteria associated with one or more entities of at least one predetermined entity type;

   extracting data related to a second predetermined criteria from at least one of the predetermined set of files based on a second guideline;

   generating a second criteria specific report based on the second predetermined criteria including data related to the second predetermined criteria associated with the one or more entities;
generating an intermediate report including information from the criteria specific reports;

extracting data related to a third predetermined criteria from at least one of a predetermined set of files based on a third guideline;

generating a third criteria specific report based on the third predetermined criteria including data related to the third predetermined criteria associated with one or more entities of at least one predetermined entity type

extracting data related to a fourth predetermined criteria from at least one of a predetermined set of files based on a fourth guideline;

generating a fourth criteria specific report based on the fourth predetermined criteria including data related to the fourth predetermined criteria associated with one or more entities of at least one predetermined entity type

extracting data related to a fifth predetermined criteria from at least one of a predetermined set of files based on a fifth guideline;

generating a fifth criteria specific report based on the fifth predetermined criteria including data related to the fifth predetermined criteria associated with one or more entities of at least one predetermined entity type

extracting data related to a sixth predetermined criteria from at least one of a predetermined set of files based on a sixth guideline; and

generating a sixth criteria specific report based on the first predetermined criteria including data related to the sixth predetermined criteria associated with one or more entities of at least one predetermined entity type; and

generating an irregular sales activity report by generating a first criteria score based on irregular sales activity related to the first predetermined criteria, the first criteria score calculated using a first predetermined formula, and a second criteria score based on irregular activity related to the second predetermined criteria, the second criteria score calculated using a second predetermined formula, generating a third criteria score based on irregular sales activity related to the third predetermined criteria, the third criteria score calculated using a third predetermined formula, and a fourth criteria score based on
irregular activity related to the fourth predetermined criteria, the fourth criteria score calculated using a fourth predetermined formula, and a fifth criteria score based on irregular sales activity related to the fifth predetermined criteria, the fifth criteria score calculated using a fifth predetermined formula, and a sixth criteria score based on irregular activity related to the sixth predetermined criteria, the sixth criteria score calculated using a sixth predetermined formula the irregular sales activity report, and listing at least one of all of the entities having a total score greater than a selected irregular sales activity signaling score and listing all scores.

41. The method of claim 40 wherein the first predetermined criteria includes placement of accounts and the step of generating the first criteria specific report comprises sorting, for each entity, the extracted data related to the placement of accounts into a plurality of categories including a number of accounts placed category, a number of accounts not placed category and a total number of accounts category, and calculating, for each entity, the percentage of accounts placed and the percentage of accounts not placed;

the second predetermined criteria includes a persistency of accounts criteria and the step of generating the second report includes the sub-steps of sorting, for each entity, the extracted data related to the persistency of accounts into a plurality of categories including a number of accounts in force category, a number of accounts not in force category and a total number of accounts category, and calculating, for each entity, the percentage of accounts in force and the percentage of accounts not in force;

the third predetermined criteria includes an internal replacement of accounts criteria and the step of generating the third report includes the sub-steps of sorting the extracted data related to the internal replacement of accounts, for each entity, into a plurality of categories including a number of accounts with internal replacement category, a number of accounts without internal replacement category and a total number of accounts category, and calculating, for each entity, the percentage of accounts with internal replacement and the percentage of accounts without internal replacement;

the fourth predetermined criteria includes an external replacement of accounts criteria and the step of generating the fourth report includes the sub-steps of sorting, for
each entity, the extracted data related to the external replacement of accounts into a plurality of categories including a number of accounts with external replacement category, a number of accounts without external replacement category and a total number of accounts category, and calculating, for each entity, the percentage of accounts with external replacement and the percentage of accounts without external replacement;

the fifth predetermined criteria includes a product mix of accounts criteria and the step of generating the fifth report includes the sub-steps of sorting, for each entity, the extracted data related to the product mix of accounts into a plurality of categories including a number of cash value and deferred annuity accounts category, a number of accounts not cash value and deferred annuity category and a total number of accounts category, and calculating, for each entity, the percentage of cash value and deferred annuity accounts and the percentage of accounts not cash value and deferred annuity; and

the sixth predetermined criteria includes a customer age of accounts criteria and the step of generating the sixth report includes the sub-steps of sorting, for each entity, the extracted data related to the customer age of accounts into a plurality of categories including the sum of the ages on all accounts, a total number of accounts category, and an average age for all accounts.

42. The method of claim 40 wherein the first guideline includes a first predetermined time period based on a last change date of the accounts in the predetermined set of files, and wherein the second guideline includes a second predetermined time period based on a policy date of the accounts in the predetermined set of files, and wherein the third guideline includes a third predetermined time period based on an issue date of the accounts in the predetermined set of files, and wherein the third guideline includes a third predetermined time period based on an issue date of the accounts in the predetermined set of files, and wherein the fourth guideline includes a fourth predetermined time period based on an issue date of the accounts in the predetermined set of files, and wherein the fifth guideline includes a fifth predetermined time period based on an policy date of the accounts in the predetermined set of files, and wherein the sixth guideline includes a sixth predetermined time period based on an policy date of the accounts in the predetermined set of files.
43. A system for monitoring irregular activity comprising:

   a report generating software module for generating a first report based on a first
   predetermined criteria, a second report based on a second predetermined criteria, an
   intermediate report for aggregating the first report and the second report, and an
   irregular activity monitoring report assigning a score for each criteria and a total score
   and listing each entity of the group or listing each entity of the group of entities having a
   total score greater than a selected irregular activity signaling score;

   a processor for executing instructions of the report generating software module;

   and

   a database for storing at least one of data associated with the first report, data
   associated with the second report, formulas for generating the first score, the second
   score and the total score, and the selected irregular activity signaling score.

44. The system of claim 43 further comprising a second database storing reporting
    data used to generate the first report and the second report, wherein data for generating
    the first report and the second report is extracted from the reporting data.

45. The system of claim 44 wherein the second database comprises a first site
    database and a second site database, the first site database residing on a first site and the
    second site database residing on a second site, wherein the first and second site are
    remote from the report generating software module.

46. The system of claim 45 wherein the first site, the second site and the report
    generating software module are connected to each other through a network.
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